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BDCOTSRUS, INC. is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization and is in the running for a Pepsi
Refresh Grant. BDCOTSRUS is a group of volunteers that intends to educate students and
demonstrate the ability to construct a 100mpg daily driver. The project is approaching the final
stages of development. BDCOTSRUS has used all readily available technologies to create the
diesel electric Saturn. The vehicle is based upon classical diesel electric power trains.
BDCOTSRUS is looking forward to having this vehicle highway ready by early Fall of 2011.
BDCOTSRUS goal is to educate and demonstrate the value of diesel electric hybrids, and the
great level of fuel economy that can be achieved. The Pepsi Refresh Project? Pepsi is funding
amazing ideas that refresh the world. Dream it, submit it, get enough votes
and we'll help make it happen for your community!
“We can achieve 100mpg in our daily drivers, the concept is not new and has been achieved
before. The technology exists and we must educate our society and create interest in science and
technology to solve problems.”
About BDCOTSRUS
This is an exciting opportunity to be a part of changing the way we all view, produce, and utilize
automobiles. We have all become increasingly aware of the necessity to reduce our consumption
of fuel. Increasing the efficiency of our cars is a start.
We have converted a Saturn SL2 into a diesel electric vehicle. Our vehicle uses all commercially
available hardware for almost every component. The reliability and robust nature of using
mature products will lead to our vehicle being durable and extremely reliable.
BDCOTSRUS is a non profit corporation. We are made up of an all volunteer staff that is
committed to the education and further promotion and support for diesel electric use and
development in the automotive market.
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